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TO ALL OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 

As you may know, new regulations governing plant 
health are being introduced in the E.E.C. and these will affect 
all our exports. At the time of writing it is not yet clear 
exactly what these regulations will entail but we do know that 
certain varieties will not be permitted to be exported this 
year - these are: 

Narcissus Aspasia 
Demure 
Garden Pri- eess 
Glory of Lisse 
Golden Sceptre 
Hesla 
italicus 
Little Witch 
Mixed Narcissi 
Nancegollan 
Nirvana 
Parcpat 
Paula Cottell 
Pepper 
poeticus flore pleno 

poetarum 
pseudo narcissus Van Sion 
Samaria 
Segovia 
Triwirgie 
Tresamble 
Trevithian 
Tittle Tattle 

Also the following will not be perMitted to go to 
those countries which require a Growing Season Inspection, e.g. 
U.S.A, Sweden, West Germany, Canada, etc: 

Narcissus Auburn 
Bobbysoxer 
Baby Doll 
Elvira 
Horn of Plenty 
Jezebel 
Peeping Tom 
Pencrebar 
Thalia 
W.P. Milner 

It may well be that other varieties are also 
excluded (not necc3sarily Narcissi) by the time we come to send 
out our orders in September/October and so we would ask all over-
seas customers to give as many alternatives  as possible. 	If no 
alternatives are given we will substitute at our discretion unless 
specifically asked not to do so. 

We sincerely hope that there will not be too many 
difficulties and that we will be able to send you what .you require -
we will certainly do our best. 

Yours sincerely, v 
17c4Attrdick.. 

Broadleigh Gardens 



sieberi 

YU. 

chrys. 
Cream 
Beauty 

chrys. 
Zwanen burg 
Bronze 

biflorus 
weldenii 
Fairy 

Specialists in small bulbs 

Broadleigh Gardens 
Barr House Bishops Hull Taunton Somerset TA4 1AE 
Telephone Taunton (STD 0823) 86231 

'CROWN OLD WINTER'S HEAD WITH FLOWERS' 

MAY 1980 	 LORD SKELMERSDALE 

Please see Terms of Business for details of postal charges 

Front cover picture: Narcissus Parcpat on the nursery 
Inside front and inside back cover from original water colours by Lady Skelmersdale 

At the risk of repeating myself and after sixteen introductions it is, I suppose, 
nevitable that the same thoughts wit start to recur—this quotation aptly describes 
what we have tried to do to our customers' gardens over the past few years. Indeed 
t isn't only winter's head but slowly we find we are able to grow and supply bulbs 
and plants for spring, summer and autumn as well. 

As I have said before, if we don't blow our own trumpet nobody else will! 
dowever, the more we expand—as we have done dramatically over the past year—
:he more we realise it is fruitless to pursue avenues of growing plants that you our 
:ustomers dd not want to buy. It is a terrible waste of timefrom our point of view and, 
more importantly, puts up the cost of those items we do sell well. So in a rather 
:onvoluted way we are asking you to help us to help you by responding to the simple 
question 'What bulbs and plants don't we offer in our catalogues that you would 
ike us to?' Obviously we can't do everything at once but we hope we will be able to 
obtain and list most of your requirements over the next few years. If you feel like it 
do please drop us a line and we will do our best. 

Talking of costs reminds me that, to nobody's surprise, inflation is still With us. 
However, we have done our best to contain it and have even managed to keep a few 
plants the same price as last year and one or two have actually been reduced. Postage 
has of course gone up another 20% or so twice since our last autumn catalogue and 
VAT has nearly doubled; also other costs have increased by leaps and bounds 
including an increase of 28% for printing this catalogue. Ah well, I suppose it is a 
fact of life at the moment—still there are always the flowers to console us. This I 
see is where I started so: Happy gardening ! 
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BULBOCODIUM SPECIES 

CYCLAMINEUS HYBRID 

TRIANDRUS HYBRID 

TAZETTA HYBRID 

JONQUIL HYBRID 

NARCISSI (DAFFODILS) 

A daffodil is probably one of the easiest and least demanding 
of plants to grow. Normally when a bulb is planted it will 
come up and flower, provided that an unbalanced fertilizer 
is not put on. Fertilizers containing an excess of nitrogen 
should be avoided, as should manure. However, the species 
do need more understanding and care and must be treated 
with the respect accorded to most plants in the garden. 
If they are happy they will become established and 
multiply. 
The varieties we offer vary from 3" to 18" in height. Only 
a few are species and are clearly marked as such, The 
remainder are hybrids, being crosses between small 
species and larger-flowered varieties and, as normally 
happens, the hybrids have more vigour and adaptability. 
The hybrid daffodils which we list will grow almost 
anywhere, but this only applies to a very few of the species, 
many of which are alpines and need treatment, especially 
drainage, suitable for these subjects. Species daffodils may 
be seen all over the high ground in Spain and Portugal, 
where N. asturiensis. bulbocodium, rupicola and triandrus 
are found growing through the melting snow like crocus 
in the Alps. 
The jonquils, however, seem to like places where the soil 
is often heavy and where they get a thorough baking in 
summer. Few of the tazetta group are hardy in this country 
and then only in unusually warm spots—in other words 
their growth is restricted to south of a line from the Severn 
to the Wash. However, together with the North African 
species, they will grow well if brought in to a cold house 
by the middle of November but not forced. 
The bulbocodiums grow almost all over the Iberian 
peninsula in varying conditions from marshland to dry 
road verges. When grown in this country it is found that 
those which increase by seed flower well but those 
whose bulbs split are likely to be flowerless after a few 
years. These trends can only be found out by experience 
as they seem to vary from garden to garden. Many of the 
triandrus family, all of which need good drainage, flower 
in partial shade, often on northern slopes. 
Many people like to grow daffofils in the grass. However, it 
should be remembered for this form of naturalising that 
the bulbs should be planted 6" deep — in other words 
rather deeper than usual—and the grass should not be 
mown until after the leaves have died down. Many of the 
hybrids we list are suitable for this purpose, especially 
February Silver, Peeping Tom, February Gold, Beryl and 
the poeticus varieties. Also of course the wild daffodil of 
northern Europe, now called pseudo narcissus. Many of 
the smaller hybrids are better grown in the border and rock 
garden where their daintiness can be appreciated to the 
full. 
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For many years daffodils have been separated artificially into numbered groups or 
divisions, each one with more or less the same floral characteristics. These are: 

	

Division 1 	Trumpet hybrids 	Division 	6 

	

2 	Large cupped hybrids 	 7 

	

3 	Small cupped hybrids 	 8 

	

4 	Double hybrids 	 9 

	

5 	Triandrus hybrids 	 10 
12 	Miscellaneous Narcissi 

Code 
ANGEL'S TEARS. (See triandrus albus). 

Cyclamineus hybrids 
Jonquilla hybrids 
Tazetta hybrids 
Poeticus hybrids 
Species and wild hybrids 

Height 	Flowers 	£ 	p 

C5009 APRICOT. Div 1. A very attractive and unusual 12" Early 3 72 
flower with a white perianth and 	a yellow 
trumpet fading to pale apricot with age. 

Mar. 20 4.30 

C501 3 APRIL TEARS. Div 2. Very graceful hanging 7" April 3 90 
blooms, several to each stem. Golden-yellow 
with a slightly paler cup. Like most triandrus 
needs a well-drained, sunny position. 

15 4.05 

C5017 ASPASIA. 	Div 	8. 	An 	exceptional 	multi- 15" Mar./ 3 69 
flowered tazetta hybrid, with white petals and 
a small yellow cup. Excellent for cutting. 

April 20 4.15 

C5019 ASTURIENSIS 	(Minimus). 	Div 10. The 3" Feb. 3 54 
smallest species daffodil. Needs protection from 
slugs 	and 	very 	good 	drainage 	in 	full 	sun. 

30 4.85 

Golden-yellow. 
C5023 AUBURN. Div 5. A triandrus hybrid of intense 10" Early 3 48 

deep 	gold 	throughout with 	a 	long 	narrow 
trumpet and twisted petals. 

Mar. 30 4.35 

ENTHUSIAST'S COLLECTION OF 
MINIATURE HYBRID NARCISSI 

This collection includes some of the finest and most reliable varieties on 
our list, growing from 6" to 14" tall. 

3 April Tears 	 3 pseudo narcissus gayi 
3 Bobbysoxer 	 3 Silver Chimes 
3 Cherie 	 3 Skylon 
3 Tresamble 

Collection No. Z27 

1 Collection (21 bulbs) for £5.10 
2 Collection (42 bulbs) for £9.95 

Code Height 

Saving 54p 
Saving £1.33 

Flowers £ 	p 

C5027 BABY 	DOLL. 	Div. 	6. 	A 	beautiful 	little 9" Late ea. 45 
cyclamineus hybrid. Pale gold throughout. Mar. 10 4.00 

C5031 BEBOP. Div. 7. A sister to Bobbysoxer but 7"  April ea. 40 
somewhat smaller and with a 	pure 	butter- 
yellow perianth and cup. 

10 3.60 

C5035 BERYL. 	Div. 6 A very prolific cyclamineus 8"  Late 3 90 
hybrid with primrose petals and an orange cup. Mar. 15 4.05 
Most attractive. 

C5037 BOBBYSOXER. 	Div. 	7. 	A 	really 	good 8" April 3 78 
miniature jonquil hybrid which does well in the 
garden and increases rapidly. A lively flower 
with yellow petals and a deeper cup. 

20 4.70 

C5039 BOLTON. Div. 7. A stately citron-coloured 15" Late 3 72 
jonquil 	hybrid. 	Sweetly 	scented 	and 	a 	fine 
garden plant. 

Mar. 20 4.30 
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Narcissi (Daffodils)-continued 
Code 
C5053 BULBOCODIUM MESATLANTICUS. Div. 

10. An unusual North African species of a good 
deep yellow with almost flat flowers. 

C5057 BULBOCODIUM OBESUS. Div. 10. A rich 
golden-yellow bulbocodium with an excep- 
tionally large crinoline-like flower. 

C5059 BULBOCODIUM ROMIEUXII. Div. 10. One 
of the gems of the group, with a large, widely 
flaring, pale lemon-yellow cup. 

05063 BULBOCODIUM TENUIFOLIUS. Div. 10. 
A very dwarf golden hoop petticoat with 
prostrate foliage. 

05065 BULBOCODIUM VULGARIS CON- 
SPICUUS. Div. 10. A rather more robust 
variety with deep yellow flowers. Increases 
rapidly. 

C5069 BUTTERCUP. Div. 7. Stately sweetly scented 
butter-yellow jonquil hybrid. Excellent for 
cutting and garden display. 

C5073 CANARY BIRD. Div. 8. A nice, very prolific 
multi-headed poetaz with canary-yellow petals 
and an orange cup. 

C5075 CHARITY MAY. Div. 6. An exceptionally 
beautiful cyclamineus hybrid of soft clear yellow 
with delicate swept back petals. 

C5079 CHERIE. Div. 7. An exquisite small-flowered 
jonquil with a delicate pink cup and white petals. 

C5081 CHINITA. Div. 8. This multi-headed variety is 
one of the prettiest of the poetaz, having 
primrose petals with a red-edged cup. 

C6083 CLARE. Div. 7. A beautiful dark lemon 
miniature jonquil which increases rapidly. 

05089 CORA ANN. Div. 7. A very prolific jonquil 
hybrid,with a small yellow cup and white petals. 

C5091 CORNET. Div. 6. A large-flowered cycle- 
mineus hybrid of an exceptionally clear yellow. 
Long lasting. 

C5097 CYCLAMINEUS. Div. 10. A very beautiful 
species of deep yellow with a long trumpet and 
completely swept back petals. Excellent for 
naturalising in a damp place. Picture outside 
back cover. 

C5105 DEMURE. Div. 7. A dainty little jonquil hybrid 
with smooth white petals and small pale yellow 
cup. 

C5111 DOVE WINGS. Div. 6. A really outstanding 
cyclamineus hybrid with ivory-white petals and 
pale yellow trumpet. 

C5113 ELF. Div. 2. A very decorative little trumpet 
variety. Lemon throughout, the trumpet deli- 
cately edged with pink. 

C5115 ELVIRA, Div. 8. A useful multi-headed variety 
with white petals and yellow cups. 

05117 ERLICHEER. Div. 4. A remarkably strongly 
scented tazetta with creamy double flowers 
contrasting well with deep green leaves. Needs 
a good baking in the summer. 

Code 
	

Height Flowers 	 p 

	

C5125 FEBRUARY GOLD. Div. 6. The well known 12" Feb./ ea, 	40 

	

and loved early cyclamineus hybrid with 
	

Mar. 	i 0 	3.60 
golden-yellow petals and a slightly darker cup. 
Very long lasting and good for naturalising. 

	

C5126 FEBRUARY SILVER. Div. 6. A most 12" Feb./ ea. 	55 

	

amazingly lasting cyclamineus hybrid with milk- 	Mar. 	6 	2.50 
white petals and lemon cup. Large and of good 
substance. 

	

C6135 GAM BAS. Div. 1. A perfect miniature trumpet 	4" 	Early ea. 	1.80 
daffodil. Clear yellow throughout. 	 Mar. 

C5137 GARDEN PRINCESS. Div. 6, Unequalled 15" Late 	3 1.05 

	

cyclamineus hybrid, free-flowering, long lasting 	Mar. 	15 	4.75 
deep yellow flowers. Excellent for naturalising. 

C5139 GERANIUM. Div. 8. A most striking poetaz 16" Late 	3 	75 

	

with four to six flowers on an upright stem. 	Mar. 	20 4.50 
Pure white petals with bright scarlet-orange 
cups. 

	

C6141 GIPSY QUEEN. Div. 1. A charming miniature, 	4" 	Early ea. 	1.25 

	

pale lemon throughout with slightly darker tips 	Mar. 	3 	3.40 
to both the long trumpet and the petals. 

C5145 GLORY OF LISSE. Div. 9. One of the very 17" Mar. 	3 	60 

	

few poeticus hybrids. The large flower has 	 20 3.60 
spreading pure white petals and a small deep 
yellow cup rimmed with crimson. 

	

05146 GOLDEN SCEPTRE. Div. 7. A stately jonquil 15" 	Mar./ 	3 	78 

	

hybrid of deep gold, sweetly scented and a fine 	April 	20 4,70 
garden plant. 

	

C5147 GOLDSITHNEY. Div. 2. An excellent garden 
	

8" 	Late 	3 	60 

	

plant of a bright butter-yellow throughout. A 
	

Mar. 	20 	3.60 
very prolific large-cupped variety. 

C5159 HALVOSE. Div. 8. A very useful tazetta for 12" Mari 	3 	78 

	

pots and bowls, as it does not grow too tall 	April 	20 	4.70 
indoors. Also a fine garden variety: the brick- 
red of the cup also tinges the yellow petals. 

	

05161 HAWERA. Div. 5. Beautiful lemon sister 	7" 	April ea. 	45 
seedling to April Tears. 	 10 	4.00 

	

05163 HENRIQUESII. Div. 10. Recently collected 	12" 	Mar. ea. 	90 

	

rare and superb addition to the jonquil group. 	 5 	4.00 
The glowing golden flowers, with sometimes 
rather ragged cups, have an exceptional scent. 
Grows well with us outside. 

	

C5165 HESLA. Div. 7. An attractive twin headed 	15" 	Early 	3 	66 

	

jonquil of an unusual shade of soft yellow with 	April 	20 	4.00 
a green tinted centre. 

C51 67 HORN OF PLENTY. Div. 5. A very vigorous 12" Late 	3 	84 

	

white triancirus which can bear two to three 	Mar. 	20 5.00 
flowers on a stem. These have an expanded 
trumpet. 

	

C5177 ITALICUS. Div. 10. A very floriferous tazetta 	10" 	Early 	3 	48 

	

species. About ten flowers on a stem with straw 	April 	30 4.35 
coloured petals and lemon cups. 

	

C5181 JACK SNIPE. Div. 6. A delicate little 
	

8" 	Late 	ea. 	45 

	

cyclamineus whose long creamy petals and 
	

Mar. 	10 4.00 
dark primrose cup make a striking contrast. 

	

C5185 JENNY. Div. 6. An exquisite cyclamineus 	15" 	Early ea. 	65 

	

hybrid with milk-white petals. The trumpet 	April 	5 	2.90 
opens lemon coloured but quickly fades to a 
lovely creamy-white. 

Height Flowers P 
5" Jan./ ea. 1.50 

Feb. 

4"  Feb. 3 48 
30 4.35 

5"  Feb. 3 75 
20 4.50 

3" Feb. 5 65 
30 3.50 

5" Late 3 48 
Mar. 30 4.35 

18" Late ea. 45 
Mar. 10 4.00 

12" Late 3 45 
Mar. 30 4.00 

15" Late 3 1.05 
Mar, 15 4.75 

15" Late 3 99 
Mar. • 15 4.45 

18" Late 3 78 
Mar. 20 4.70 

8"  April/ 3 75 
May . 20 4.50 

10" Late 3 1.11 
Mar. 15 5.00 

9"  Feb. 3 99 
15 4.45 

5" Early 3 60 
Mar. 20 3.60 

7' .  Early 3 75 
April 20 4.50 

13" Late ea. 55 
Mar. 5 2.50 

9" April 3 90 
15 4.05 

15" Late 3 78 
Mar. 20 4.70 

10" Late 3 51 
Mar. 30 4.60 

20 21 



Height Flowers f 	p 

7" Early ea. 55 
April 5 2.50 

6 . " Early 3 1.05 
Mar. 15 4.75 

9" Mar./ ea. 45 
April 10 4.00 

12 -  Early 3 99 
Mar. 15 4.45 

15" Late 3 60 
Mar. 20 3.60 

7" Mar. ea. 90 
5 4.00 

6" Mar./ ea. 45 
April 10 4.00 

3" • Feb. ea. 1.80 

6" Early ea. 45 
Mar. 10 4.00 

12" Mar. ea. 45 
10 4.00 

5" Early 3 60 
Mar. 20 3.60 

14" Mar./ 3 65 
April 20 3.80 

10" Late 3 99 
Mar. 15 4.45 

12" Mar. 3 1.05 
15 4.75 

15"  Mar./ 5 65 
April 30 3.50 

9" Early 3 96 
April 15 4.30 

16"  Feb./ ea. 45 
Mar. 10 4.00 

Narcissi (Daffodils)-continued 
Code 
C5189 JEZEBEL. Div. 3. A most eye-catching small-

cupped daffodil with deep yellow petals and 
vivid red cup. 

C51 93 JONQUILLA SINGLE. Div. 10. This charming 
and very well-known jonquil species has up to 
six very strongly scented deep yellow flowers to 
a stem. 

C5195 JUIVIBLIE. Div. 6. An excellent little cycle-
mineus hybrid with two to three clear yellow 
flowers to the stem. Slightly orange cup and 
reflexed petals. Very free-flowering and good for 
pots. 

C5197 JUNCIFOLIUS. Div. 10. Quite exceptional 
and one of the smallest jonquil species. Several 
tiny yellow flowers which are sweetly scented. 

C5209 LATICOLOR (Canaliculatus). Div. 10. A 
very prolific sweetly scented miniature tazetta 
species. White petals and lemon-yellow cup. 
Needs a well-drained position. 

NARCISSI FOR POTS AND WINDOW BOXES 

The true beauty of these dainty flowers is fully apprediated when they 
are grown in appropriate containers. Do not force. 

5 Bobbysoxer 	 5 Urine 
5 Jack Snipe 	 5 	Sundial 

Collection No. Z24 

1 Collection (20 bulbs) for £5.35 
2 Collection (40 bulbs) for £10.45 

7.1 

Saving 60p 
Saving £1.45 

1.".? 

Code Height Flowers E 	p 

05215 LANARTH. Div. 7. A rather unusual jonquil 14" Early 3 57 
hybrid, often twin-headed. The flowers have 
yellow petals and orange cups. 

April 20 3.40 

C5217 LARKELLY. Div. 6. A very fine cyclamineus 11" Late 3 45 
hybrid of great substance. Bright yellow petals 
and orange-tinted cup. 

Mar. 30 4.00 

05223 LEMON 	HEART. 	Div. 	5. Excellent dwarf §" Early 3 57 
triandrus 	variety, 	with 	a 	rather 	large 	flower. Mar. 20 3.40 
Palest creamy-yellow long cup and milk-white 
petals. 
LENT LILY (see•pseudo narcissus). 

05225 LIBERTY BELLS. Div. 5. A triandrus of out- 13" Late ea. 40 
standing 	beauty 	with 	several 	citron-yellow 
drooping flowers to the stem. Very colourful 
and excellent in the garden. 

Mar. 10 3.60 

C5227 LINTIE. 	Div. 	7. A dainty little jonquil. 	Each 8" Late 3 66 
stem bears one to four flowers with butter- 
yellow petals and flat orange-red cups. 

Mar. 20 4.00 

05229 LITTLE BEAUTY. Div. 1. A charming little 4" Early ea. 1.00 
well contrasted trumpet daffodil. Twisted white 
petals with a lemon trumpet. 

Mar. 5 4.50 

Code 
C5231 LITTLE DANCER. Div. 1. Similar to Tosca 

with milk-white, flatter petals and a more flared 
buttercup-yellow trumpet. 

C5233 LITTLE GEM. Div. 1. An exquisite little pale 
gold trumpet daffodil. Free-flowering. 

05236 LITTLE WITCH. Div. 6. An exceptionally 
beautiful cyclamineus hybrid. Bright gold 
throughout with very reflexed petals. Extremely 
long lasting. Good in the garden and for pots. 

05241 MARCH, SUNSHINE. Div. 6. A free-
flowering and quite outstanding cyclamineus 
hybrid with an almost flat canary-yellow 
perianth and orange-tinged trumpet. 

C5247 MEDUSA. Div. 8. A twin-flowered poetaz; 
white with a brilliant orange-scarlet cup. 

C5251 MILLENIUM. Div. 1. This singularly attractive 
miniature trumpet daffodil produces a large 
number of flowering stems per bulb. It has pale 
yellow petals with a pure lemon trumpet. 

C6253 MINNOW. Div. 8. An exquisite little tazetta 
hybrid with several creamy flowers on each stem 
with contrasting yellow cups. Does very well 
and increases rapidly. A good garden plant'. 

05255 MINOR. Div. 10. Similar to N. asturiensis but 
a little taller, more erect and with larger 
flowers-also a better doer. 

C5257 MINOR PUMILUS. Div. 10. A very pretty 
bright self-yellow with serrated trumpet. A true 
species from Portugal. 

C5265 NANCEGOLLEN. Div. 7. One of the very 
few white jonquils. Most attractive creamy-
white sweetly scented flowers. More than one 
to a stem. 

C5267 NANUS. Div. 10. The best miniature variety 
for naturalising. The flowers have yellow 
trumpets with paler petals. 

C5271 NIRVANA. Div. 7. A very fine creamy-white 
jonquil with several small-cupped flowers to a 
stem. A most attractive variety. 

05273 NOR NOR. Div. 2. A very prolific. small-
cupped variety which opens almost pure yellow 
but the petals fade to white and the cup darkens 
to orange with age. 

C5281 ODORUS RUGULOSUS. Div. 10. An out-
standing jonquil with up to four deep yellow 
flowers on each stem. An excellent garden plant, 
nicely scented. 

05287 PARCPAT. Div. 7. An excellent short-cupped 
jonquil. Good for cutting and garden display. 
Has very unusual orange petals with a deeper 
cup. Increases well. 

C5289 PAULA COTTELL. Div. 3. A really delightful 
miniature daffodil with rigid overlapping milk-
white petals and small creamy cup. 

C5293 PEEPING TOM. Div. 6. A most distinctive 
cyclamineus hybrid with its very long narrow 
trumpet flared at the end and reflexed petals. A 
true golden-yellow. Excellent for naturalising. 

Height Flowers f 	o 

15" Late 3 1.05 
Mar. 15 4.75 

12" Early 3 48 
April 30 4.35 

8" Feb. ea. 40 
10 3.60 

3" Late 3 48 
Mar. 30 4,35 

5" Late 3 54 
Mar. 30 4.85 

22 23 



fy 44 

poeticus recurvus 

Collection No. Z26 

1 Collection (30 bulbs) for £4.00 
2 Collection (60 bulbs) for £7.75 

Saving £1.10 
Saving £2.45 

‘22 ,71 rar 5.71 173 'a? 172 eS) 

NARCISSI FOR MASS PLANTING 

Varieties selected to provide a range of colour and form with heights 
from 1 2" to 1 5". Specially recommended for cutting. 

Narcissi (Daffodils)-continued 
Code H eight Flowers p 
C5295 PENCREBAR. 	Div. 4. 	A very sweet little 6" April ea. 75 

yellow double jonquil looking like a tiny rose. 5 3.40 
Often twin-flowered. 

C5299 PEPPER. Div. 2. Bright orange-red cup with 
deep yellow petals. Does extremely well in all 
gardens and lasts well as a cut flower. 

12" Mar, 3 
30 

48 
4.35 

C5301 PHYLLIDA GARTH. 	Div. 5. An excellent 11" Late 3 99 
triandrus variety having three or four pure white 
flowers with frilled cups to a stem. 

Mar. 15 4.45 

C5305 PIPER'S BARN. Div. 7. A favourite dwarf 8" Mar./ 3 48 
jonquil with deep yellow flowers, having small 
cups and rather pointed petals. 

April 30 4.35 

C5307 POETICUS FLORE PLENO. Div. 10. The 17" May 3 45 
well-known double Pheasant Eye. Pure white 
and strongly scented and very hate flowering. 

30 4.00 

Excellent for naturalising. 
05309 POETICUS POETARUM. Div. 10. An inter- 15" April/ 3 84 

esting sub-species of unknown locality. It has 
a deep red cup and this has provided the colour 
of most modern red cups, 

May 20 5.00 

NARCISSI FOR ROCK GARDENS 

Splashes of bright colour in the open garden from March to April. 
Heights range from 6" to 14". 

5 Canary Bird 	 5 Tithe Tattle 
5 Tete-a-tete 	 5 W. P. Milner 

Collection No. Z25 

1 Collection (20 bulbs) for £4.70 
	

Saving 50p 
2 Collection (40 bulbs) for £8.15 

	
Saving £1.25 

Code 	 H eight Flowers 
	

E p 
C5311 POETICUS PRAECOX. Div. 10. This is the 

earliest of the poeticus to flower, and, in spite 
of its name, is probably of garden origin. The 
flower is a smaller version of recurvus. 

C5313 POETICUS RECURVUS. Div. 10. The old- 
fashioned late Pheasant Eye loved by everyone. 
Snow-white petals swept back from a tiny 
yellow cup edged with red. 

C5319 POLNESK. Div. 7. A stately all-yellow jonquil 
hybrid useful for the back of the border. 

C5323 PRIDE OF CORNWALL. Div. 8. An unusual 
multi-headed variety with white petals and cups 
with yellow centres shading to red on the 
outside. 

C5325 PSEUDO NARCISSUS. Div. 10. The Lent 
Lily of English woodlands. Pale yellow petals 
with a citron cup. Excellent for naturalising. 

C5326 PSEUDO NARCISSUS GATI, Div.-10. A 
larger form of the above with more substance. 
White petals and clear yellow trumpet. Equally 
good for naturalising. 
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Code Height Flowers £ 	p 
C5327 PSEUDO NARCISSUS MOSCHATUS. 6" Early ea. 55 

Div. 10. A pure white flower with nodding 
heads and petals running almost parallel to the 
trumpet giving a hooded effect. 

Mar. 5 2.50 

C5329 PSEUDO NARCISSUS OBVALLARIS. 12" Feb./ 3 99 
Div, 10. (Tenby Daffodil). Neat bright yellow 
flowers on very stiff stem. Long lasting and 
excellent for naturalising. 

Mar. 15 4.45 

C5340 PSEUDO NARCISSUS VAN SION. Div. 4. 15" Early 3 48 
The original double yellow daffodil. Useful for 
naturalising because of its iron constitution. 

Mar. 30 4.35 

C5379 RIJNVELDT'S EARLY SENSATION. Div. 2. 10" Mid- ea. 50 
Our earliest hybrid. Egg-yellow throughout with 
a rather flared cup. 

Feb. 10 4.50 

C5347 RIKKI. 	Div. 	7. 	An 	exceptional 	little jonquil 5" Mar./ ea. 75 
with a tiny white flower and a pale lemon cup. April 6 3.40 
Very upright. 

C5349 RIPPLING WATERS. Div. 5. By far the most 14" Early ea. 55 
attractive and best triandrus that we sell, with 
three creamy-white short-cupped flowers to a 
stem, A strong grower. 

April 6 2.50 

Code 	 Height Flowers 	f 	p 

C5351 RIP VAN WINKLE (minor pumilus plenus). 
Div. 4. A quaint miniature double of unknown 
origin with masses of flat yellow petals tinged 
with green. 

C5357 ROGER. Div. 6. A fairly large cyclamineus 
hybrid with a dark orange cup and paler petals. 

C5363 ROSY TRUIVIPET. Div. 1. One of the first pink 
trumpet daffodils. This unusual small flower has 
off-white petals and a pronounced rosy flared 
trumpet. 

C5367 RUP1COLA. Div. 10. A perfectly sweet tiny 
jonquil species. Solitary bright yellow flowers 
with flat cup. Sweetly scented. 

C5371 RUP1COLA X GADITANUS. Div. 12. A 
jonquil hybrid with sweetly-scented pale golden-
yellow flowers. Increases prolifically. 

C5381 SAMARIA. Div. 3. A really beautiful small- 
cupped daffodil of ivory-white throughout. Of 
perfect form and strongly recommended as a 
garden plant particularly good for cutting. 
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15" Late 3 96 
April 15 4.30 

17" May 5 65 
30 3.50 

20" Mar./ 3 99 
April 15 4.45 

15" Mar./ 3 78 
April 20 4.70 

6" Early 3 72 
Mar. 20 4.30 

12" Early 3 54 
Mar. 30 4.85 

8" Early ea. 50 
Mar. 10 4.50 

12" Mar./ 3 54 
April 30 4.85 

15" Late ea. 1.00 
Mar. 5 4.50 

3" Mar. 3 75 
20 4.50 

3" Mar. ea. 2.00 

15" April 3 66 
20 4.00 



Height Flowers £ 	p 

9" Mar./ 3 99 
April 15 4.45 

5"  Mar./ 3 54 
April 30 4.85 

15" Late ea. 45 
Mar. 10 4.00 

6"  April ea. 80 
5 3.60 

7"  Mar. ea. 75 
5 3.40 

12" Early 3 1.05 
April 15 4.75 

14" Early 5 65 
April 30 3.50 

12" Late 3 1.05 
Mar. 15 4.75 

6" Late 3 66 
Mar. 20 4.00 

13"  Late 3 90 
Mar. 15 4.05 

14"  Early 3 90 
Mar, 15 4.05 

15"  Early 3 72 
Mar. 20 4.30 

9" Feb. ea. 1.50 

6"  Feb./ ea. 40 
Mar. 10 3.60 

12" Late 3 1.05 
Mar. 15 4.75 

7"  Early ea. 1.50 
Mar. 

Narcissi (Daffodils) 	continued 
Code 

C5383 SAMBA. Div. 5. An exceptional dwarf triandrus 
hybrid. The small dark red cup reflects on to the 
butter-yellow petals. 

C5385 SCABERULUS. Div. 10. A good miniature 
jonquil species with one to three very small 
yellow flowers on a stem. Semi-prostrate foliage. 

C5387 SCARLET GEM. Div. 8. A most attractive 
poetaz with several flowers on a strong stem. 
Beep golden-yellow petals and brilliant bright 
red cup. 

C5391 SEGOVIA. Div. 3. A very beautiful miniature 
jonquil superbly contrasting white petals and 
small flat yellow cup. 

C5395 SENTRY. Div. 1. Previously listed as Seedling 
V1 3/34, the sturdy stems carry a perfect trumpet, 
with creamy-yellow.cup and milk-white petals. 

C5401 SILVER CHIMES. Div. 8. An extremely lovely 
and charming tazetta hybridwith up to ten perfect 
flowers on each stem. Pure white with a cup of 
palest primrose. Does best in a dry position. 

C5405 SKYLON. Div. 7. A very pleasing jonquil. 
Unusual with two neat flowers on each stem. 
Bright yellow throughout with a red rim to the 
small cup. 

C5415 SUGAR BUSH. Div. 7. An excellent jonquil 
hybrid with large flowers. Ivory-white petals and 
orange-yellow cup_ 

06417 SUNDIAL. Div. 7. An exquisite miniature 
jonquil of a most unusual dark lemon with a hint 
of green in the frilled cup. 

C5419 SUZY. Div. 7. A beautiful jonquil with deep 
primrose-yellow petals and an orange crown. 
Very free flowering. 

C5421 SWEETNESS. Div. 7. A charming self-yellow 
jonquil, the most sweetly scented as the name 
implies. An outstanding garden plant with an 
unusually long vase life. 

C5423 SWEET PEPPER. Div. 7. A very strongly 
scented jonquil hybrid, with yellow petals and 
a well contrasted brick-red cup. 

C5429 TARLATAN. Div. 12. A very tall, strong 
lemon-coloured bulbocodium hybrid with wide-
open flared cup. 
TENBY DAFFODIL (see pseudo narcissus 
obvallaris). 

05431 TETE-A-TETE. Div. 6. A quite outstanding 
cyclamineus. Probably the best of all dwarf 
hybrids.Veryearly and tremendously long lasting. 
Golden petals very slightly reflexed from the 
neat cups. Cannot be too strongly recom-
mended and a very prolific flowerer. 

C5433 THALIA. Div. 5. One of the best triandrus 
hybrids with one to three well formed white 
flowers on each stem. 

C5435 THE LITTLE GENTLEMAN. Div. 6. A very 
pleasing miniature cyclamineus hybrid of butter-
yellow throughout with scarcely reflexed petals. 
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£5.40 PER 50 

Heig ht  Flowers p 

4" Mar. 5 60 
30 3.25 

4" Mar. 3 60 
20 3.60 

12" Early 3 84 
Mar. 20 5.00 

10" Late 3 78 
Mar. 20 4.70 

6" Early ea. 5.00 

12" Early 3 84 
April 20 5.00 

16" Late 3 84 
Mar. 20 5.00 

Code 
C5437 THOUGHTFUL. Div. 5. A delightful triandrus 

with two or three very large soft yellow nodding 
blooms of much substance. Very vigorous. 

C5441 TITTLE TATTLE. Div. 7. An elegant jonquil 
hybrid with two or three very attractive flowers 
to the stem. Yellow petals with small deeper 
cup. 

Height 
12" 

14" 

Flowers 
Late 
Mar. 

May 

3 
15 

3 
20 

z 	p 
90 

4.05 

75 
4.50 

C5443 TOSCA. 	Div. 	1. 	An 	outstanding 	miniature 4" Late ea. SO 
trumpet 	daffodil, 	The 	pearly-white 	petals Mar. 5 3.60 

. 	contrast 	well 	with 	the 	strong 	lemon 	cup. 
Highly Recommended 1973. 

05445 TRESAMBLE. 	Div. 	5. 	A 	very 	vigorous 16" Late 3 99 
triandrus which gives a mass of pure white 
flowers. 

Mar. 15 4.45 

C5447 TREVITHIAN. 	Div. 7. 	An excellent short- 20" Late 3 78 
cupped jonquil with two or three pale yellow 
flowers to the stem. Very vigorous and good 
for naturalising. 

Mar. 20 4.70 

C5449 TREWIRGIE. Div, 6. A very vigorous showy 12" Late 3 75 
long-cupped self-yellow cyclamineus hybrid. Mar. 20 4.50 

After lifting, we find that a large number of bulbs have been 
missed. Growing them on for a year and then digging them up indivi-
dually to replace them with their own varieties is too costly a business. 
Therefore, we are making a special offer of bulbs, as lifted, which will 
contain a broad range of varieties, some of which may be quite valuable. 

Code: 05499 

Code 
C5451 TRIANDRUS ALBUS (Angel's Tears). Div. 

10. A dainty miniature species with several 
milk-white nodding flowers to the stem with 
globular cups and reflexed petals. So beautiful 

• that it is universally popular. 
05453 TRIANDRUS CONCOLOR. Div.10. Identical 

to the above in shape, but a rich golden-yellow 
in colour. 

C5469 WOODCOCK. Div. 6. Strong growing 
cyclamineus hybrid, having bright yellow 
flowers with long trumpets. 

C5471 W. P. MILNER. Div. 1. A delightful nodding 
trumpet variety with creamy-white drooping 
flowers. Free-flowering and very good for pots. 

C5475 XIT. Div. 3. A beautiful little watieri seedling 
pure white throughout. 

C5477 YELLOW GEM, Div. 5. A very showy large 
jonquil hybrid of a delicate lemon colour. 

C5479 YELLOW TRESAMBLE. Div. 5. A lovely 
triandrus with a mass of pale yellow flowers. 
Very vigorous. 
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